High-energy modifications to general relativity introduce changes to the perturbations generated during inflation, and the latest high-precision cosmological data can be used to place constraints on such modified inflation models. Recently it was shown that Randall-Sundrum type braneworld inflation leads to tighter constraints on quadratic and quartic potentials than in general relativity. We investigate how this changes with a Gauss-Bonnet correction term, which can be motivated by string theory. Randall-Sundrum models preserve the standard consistency relation between the tensor spectral index and the tensor-to-scalar ratio. The Gauss-Bonnet term breaks this relation, and also modifies the dynamics and perturbation amplitudes at high energies. We find that the GaussBonnet term tends to soften the Randall-Sundrum constraints. The observational compatibility of the quadratic potential is strongly improved. For a broad range of energy scales, the quartic potential is rescued from marginal rejection. Steep inflation driven by an exponential potential is excluded in the Randall-Sundrum case, but the Gauss-Bonnet term leads to marginal compatibility for sufficient e-folds.
I. INTRODUCTION
The WMAP, SDSS and other data of high-precision cosmology open up the possibility of testing and constraining models of the universe (see e.g. Ref. [1] ). The standard model based on general relativity and inflation passes all current observational tests with suitable proportions of dark energy and dark matter, and without the need for departures from adiabaticity, gaussianity or scale-invariance in the primordial perturbations. This gives strong support to the slow-roll inflationary scenario, while at the same time initiating a period in which the inflationary parameters can be constrained by observations. Indeed, the viable slow-roll parameter space is dramatically reduced [2, 3] .
It is not possible to reconstruct the functional form of the inflationary potential from observations. However, improved constraints may be derived if a general form of the potential is assumed, and if appropriate limits are placed on the number N of e-folds of inflation after horizon-crossing. Some inflationary potentials are under pressure from the data, with the chaotic quartic potential (V ∝ φ 4 ) marginally ruled out at the 2σ level [3] . Constraints on slow-roll inflationary potentials follow from the properties of their primordial perturbation spectra, and in particular from the degeneracy between scalar and tensor perturbations. This degeneracy is expressed via the standard consistency relation R = −8n T (discussed below). The degeneracy arises since a tensor contribution increases power on large scales, requiring a compensating increase of small-scale scalar power, and thus a more blue spectrum n S > 1.
These recent advances in observational constraints on slow-roll potentials may be extended to the case where Einstein's general relativity is modified at inflationary energy scales. If the true fundamental scale of gravity is lower than the effective four-dimensional Planck scale M 4 ∼ 10 16 TeV, as in higher-dimensional gravity theories, then significant modifications to general relativity may arise during inflation. The simplest phenomenological models describing such a scenario are the fivedimensional Randall-Sundrum type braneworld cosmologies (see e.g. Ref. [4] for recent reviews). These models are motivated by ideas from string theory and M theory. The observable universe is a four-dimensional "brane" surface embedded in a five-dimensional anti de Sitter "bulk" spacetime, with standard model fields trapped on the brane, while gravity propagates in the bulk. Although the fifth dimension is infinite, the curvature of the bulk acts to confine the graviton near the brane at low energies, so that general relativity is recovered. At high energies in the early universe, graviton localization fails and the Friedmann equation is modified. The amplitudes and spectra of perturbations generated during inflation are also modified [5, 6] .
Remarkably, despite the modifications to both scalar and tensor primordial perturbations, the consistency relation R = −8n T is unchanged in this braneworld scenario [7] . (We may expect some change from higher-order expansions in slow-roll parameters [8] , but this modification is too small to be detected in current observations, and it is also not clear that bulk perturbations may be neglected at higher order.) As a consequence, observational constraints on the primordial perturbation spectra cannot distinguish between the general relativistic and braneworld models [9] . Braneworld effects on the evolution of perturbations after horizon re-entry will leave signatures on the cosmic microwave background (CMB), but the techniques for calculating these signatures are still under development [10] . If constraints are only avail-able from the primordial perturbation spectra, then specific braneworld parameters cannot be constrained -but the constraints on particular slow-roll potentials are modified. For example, the perturbations produced by the quadratic potential (V ∝ φ 2 ) are further from scaleinvariance than in the standard cosmology, while in the quartic case they are more or less unchanged [11, 12] . Thus both of the simplest chaotic potentials are under strong observational pressure in the simplest braneworld scenario.
The Randall-Sundrum braneworld cosmology is based on the five-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action. At high energies, it is expected that this action will acquire quantum corrections. String theory and holography indicate that higher-order curvature invariants will arise in the action at perturbative level. In five dimensions, the Gaussbonnet curvature invariant has special properties: it is the unique combination that leads to second-order field equations linear in the second derivatives, and it is ghostfree (see e.g. Refs. [13, 14, 15] ). A natural question is whether the Gauss-Bonnet correction to the EinsteinHilbert action will disrupt the degeneracy between tensor and scalar perturbations. The answer is that the standard consistency relation is broken by the Gauss-Bonnet term [16] .
However, the breaking of degeneracy is "mild", and it turns out, as we shall show, that the likelihood values are almost identical to those in the standard and Randall-Sundrum cases. Thus the introduction of a Gauss-Bonnet term does not lead to braneworld signatures in current observations of the primordial perturbation spectra. However, it does lead to interesting changes in the constraints on inflationary potentials. The quadratic potential moves inside the 1σ bound for a range of inflationary energy scales even for N = 50, so that the simplest chaotic inflation model is "rescued" by the Gauss-Bonnet correction. The quartic potential is also removed from marginal rejection, and is inside the 2σ bound for a range of energy scales even when N = 50. The exponential potential, which can drive "steep" inflation in Randall-Sundrum models [17] , is excluded by observations in the Randall-Sundrum case. The GaussBonnet correction again rescues this potential, moving it inside the 2σ bound for a range of energy scales when N > ∼ 55.
II. INFLATION IN A GAUSS-BONNET BRANEWORLD
For a 5D bulk with Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity, containing a 4D brane, the gravitational action is
where x a = (x µ , y), with y the extra-dimensional coordinate, g ab = (5) g ab − n a n b is the induced metric, with n a the unit normal to the brane, σ (> 0) is the brane tension, and Λ 5 (< 0) is the bulk cosmological constant. The fundamental energy scale of gravity is the 5D scale M 5 , where κ The Gauss-Bonnet (GB) term may be thought of as the lowest-order stringy correction to the 5D EinsteinHilbert action, with coupling constant α ≥ 0. In this case, α|R 2 | ≪ |R|, so that α ≪ ℓ 2 , where ℓ is the bulk curvature scale, |R| ∼ ℓ −2 . In terms of the extradimensional energy scale µ ≡ ℓ −1 ,
For an anti de Sitter bulk, Λ 5 = −3µ 2 (2 − β). The Randall-Sundrum (RS) type models are recovered for β = 0.
Imposing Z 2 symmetry across a Friedmann brane in an anti de Sitter bulk, we get the Friedmann equation [13, 15] 
where H is the Hubble rate, and χ is a dimensionless measure of the energy density ρ on the brane. Eliminating χ leads to
In order to recover General Relativity (GR) at low energies, the effective 4D Newton constant is [13, 14] 
The brane tension is fine-tuned by achieving a zero cosmological constant on the brane [14] :
By Eqs. (3) and (4) there is a characteristic GB energy scale,
such that the GB high energy regime (sinh χ ≫ 1) corresponds to ρ ≫ m 4 β . Since the GB term is a correction to the RS action, we must have m 4 β greater than the RS energy scale σ; this requires [16] β < 0.152, which is consistent with Eq. (2). Expanding Eq. (3) in χ, we find three regimes for the dynamical history of the brane universe [16] 
We are mainly interested in inflation which occurs in the GB regime, Eq. (9), and in the intermediate regime between Eqs. (9) and (10) . These are the regimes where the GB correction is crucial. We assume a 4D inflaton field φ with potential V (φ) on the brane, which satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation,
During slow-roll inflation, |φ| ≪ |3Hφ|
Making use of Eq. (3), we find that the slow-roll parameters, ǫ ≡ −Ḣ/H 2 and η ≡ V φφ /3H 2 , are given by
where ǫ RS and η RS are the RS slow-roll parameters [5] ,
In the limit χ ≪ 1 we have ǫ → ǫ RS and η → η RS . The number of e-folds, N ≡ Hdt, is
where χ e is evaluated at the end of inflation (ǫ = 1), and χ N is evaluated when cosmological scales leave the horizon. This value of χ is subject to a quantum gravity upper limit: in order to consistently apply semi-classical analysis of inflationary perturbations, we require V < M 4 5 , which yields the constraint [16] 
We consider simple monomial potentials corresponding to chaotic large-field inflation:
We are mainly interested in the cases p = 2, 4 and p → ∞ (exponential potential). The slow-roll parameters be-
where
and we used Eq. (2). In the high-energy regime sinh χ ≫ 1, we have
]. Therefore for p < 6 both slow-roll parameters grow with the decrease of χ. On the other hand, in the case p > 6, including steep inflation, the situation is opposite, as pointed out in Ref. [15] . In the regime χ ≪ 1 one has ǫ, η ∝ χ −1−2/p , so that both slow-roll parameters increase with decreasing χ for all positive values of p.
In Fig. 1 we show f (χ) for p = 2, 4, ∞. The behaviour of g(χ) is qualitatively similar. When p → ∞, the slowroll parameter ǫ gets smaller with the decrease of χ in the GB regime (χ > ∼ 3), after which it begins to grow in the RS regime. Therefore inflation comes to an end in the RS regime as argued in Ref. [15] . On the other hand ǫ always increases with the decrease of χ for p = 2 and p = 4, as seen in Fig. 1 . This means that inflation can end either in the RS or GB regime, depending on the amplitude of the coefficient terms in Eqs. (19) and (20) . In order to estimate the maximum values of |ǫ| and |η| for cosmologically relevant scales, it is sufficient to consider the case where inflation terminates in the RS regime (χ e ≪ 1). This is because one obtains smaller values of |ǫ| and |η| when inflation ends in the GB regime.
The number of e-folds, Eq. (16) , is
One can find an explicit form of the integral I(χ) for particular values of p, as we see later.
Let us consider the case where inflation ends in the RS regime (χ e ≪ 1). By Eq. (23), I(χ) ∼ 2pχ (2+p)/p /9(2+p) for χ ≪ 1 (setting the integration constant to zero), so that
By Eq. (13) we obtain for χ ≪ 1 so that the value of χ at the end of inflation is
Combining these results gives the following relation
Then the slow-roll parameters, Eqs. (19) and (20), may be written for χ e ≪ 1 in the form
These expressions agree with Ref. [15] in the special case p → ∞. When p = 2 the integral in Eq. (23) can be evaluated:
where the integration constant has been chosen so that I(χ) ∼ χ 2 /9 for χ ≪ 1. When p = 4 we do not have an analytical form, but the integral can be found numerically. In the limit p → ∞ the integral is given by [15] I(χ) = 2 √ 3 tan which behaves as I(χ) ∼ 2χ/9 for χ ≪ 1. In Figs. 2 and 3 we plot the slow-roll parameters as functions of χ N for p = 2, 4, ∞. We integrated Eq. (23) numerically and checked that this shows excellent agreement with the analytical results for p = 2 and p → ∞. The GB (sinh χ N ≫ 1) and RS (χ N ≪ 1) regimes are connected by an intermediate regime of a combination of GB and RS inflation. Figure 2 shows that ǫ has a minimum in this region (1.5 < ∼ χ N < ∼ 3). This is an important feature for estimating the ratio of tensor to scalar perturbations, as we see in the next section.
The
III. PERTURBATION SPECTRA
In this section we evaluate the spectra of perturbations produced during slow-roll inflation and place constraints on the GB braneworld inflationary models using a compilation of the latest observational data.
The amplitude of scalar perturbations is given by [16] 
where the term in square brackets is the standard amplitude, and the GB braneworld modification is given by
where x ≡ H/µ is a dimensionless measure of energy scale. The RS amplification factor [5] is recovered when β = 0. For the monomial potential, we find that
The scalar spectral index is
The amplitude of tensor perturbations is [16] 
where the standard expression is in square brackets, and the GB braneworld modification is defined by
The RS amplification factor [6] is recovered when β = 0. The tensor spectral index n T is
The tensor-to-scalar ratio is given by
where [16] 
The standard form of the consistency relation, Q = 1, R = −8n T , holds in the absence of the Gauss-Bonnet coupling (β = 0), i.e., in both the GR and RS cases. When β = 0 we have n T → −3ǫ for x → ∞ (RS model) and n T → −2ǫ for x → 0 (GR case). When β > 0, the degeneracy factor Q → 2 in the GB limit (x → ∞), thus yielding the consistency relation R = −16n T . In this case one has n T → −ǫ for x → ∞. In summary:
The behaviour of n T is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The change of the consistency relation in the GB case can lead to modification of the likelihood values of inflationary model parameters. Recently a likelihood analysis in terms of the RS inflationary parameters has been performed for the consistency relation R = −8n T , using the latest observational data [12] (updating Ref. [11] ). This likelihood analysis is the same as in GR since the consistency relation is unchanged. The same applies in generalized Einstein theories, including the 4-dimensional dilaton gravity and scalar-tensor theories [18] . The situation is different in the presence of the Gauss-Bonnet coupling.
In order to determine the difference we carried out the likelihood analysis by using a new consistency relation R = −16n T in the GB limit. Since the runnings of scalar and tensor perturbations are consistent with zero [3] , we varied three inflationary parameters n S , R and A 2 S together with four cosmological parameters by assuming a flat ΛCDM universe. We ran the Cosmological Monte Carlo (CosmoMC) code together with the CAMB program [19] . In addition to the dataset from WMAP [20], the 2dF [21] and SDSS [1] galaxy redshift surveys, we implement the band powers on smaller scales from VSA [22] , CBI [23] and ACBAR [24] . The 2D posterior constraints in terms of n S and R are illustrated in Fig. 5 . This result is similar to those in Refs. [12, 18] , which were derived using the standard consistency relation R = −8n T . A small difference appears for the 2σ contour bound in the region n S > 1, but this is not important to constrain the inflationary models with monomial potential, Eq. (18). Thus we can safely use the contour bounds based on R = −16n T to constrain RS inflationary models with GB correction.
For the monomial potential, Eq. (27) gives
(44) On the other hand, applying the COBE normalization A 2 S = 5 × 10 −9 in Eq. (34) yields
(45) As pointed out in Ref. [15] , one can determine σ and β for given values of V 0 , N, χ N and p by using Eqs. (44) 
and (45)
. Combining these equations, we obtain
This relation is illustrated in Fig. 6 . We also plot the quantum gravity limit derived from Eq. (17), which may be rewritten as 48 sinh 6 χ < (8π)
where we have used Eqs. (2), (6) and (7). We find the upper limits χ N < 11.65 for p = 2, χ N < 11.22 for p = 4 and χ N < 10.31 for p → ∞. This information is important to place limits on the values of n S and R. By Eqs. (28), (29), (35), (38), (39) and (40) one can evaluate the spectral index n S and the ratio R as a function of χ N for given values of N and p. In Fig. 7 we plot n S for N = 60. When p = 2 and p = 4 the spectral index has a maximum at χ N ∼ 4. This is associated with the fact that the slow-roll parameter ǫ has a minimum in the intermediate region (see Fig. 2 ). Although η is an increasing function of χ N , the effect of ǫ is more important in n S . The spectral index n S decreases for larger χ N in the GB region because of the increase of ǫ. In the case of the exponential potential (p → ∞), n S is a monotonically increasing function. It was shown in Ref. [15] that one gets an exactly scale-invariant spectrum, n S = 1, for 
We also show the quantum gravity limit curve, Eq. (47). The allowed region is above and to the left of this curve. the background evolution characterized by H 2 ∝ ρ 2/3 . Therefore the spectral index approaches n S = 1 in the GB limit (sinh χ N ≫ 1). Figure 8 shows the behaviour of the tensor to scalar ratio R, determined by Eqs. (38) and (40). We find that the exact results for χ N > ∼ 4 are well approximated by the relation R = 16ǫ which holds in the GB limit. The difference appears in the RS regime, where the consistency relation is R = 24ǫ. The ratio R has a minimum around χ N ∼ 2, depending on the value of p. This is again linked to the fact that the slow-roll parameter ǫ has a minimum in this intermediate region. Beyond this region, R is an increasing function of χ N (limited by the quantum gravity constraint). When p → ∞ the value of R becomes too large for the observational contour bounds, as we see later.
The values of n S and R in the RS limit are [12] 
These agree with our results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 in the RS regime. The perturbations in the RS case tend to be further from the point (n S = 1, R = 0) relative to the standard GR case for small exponents p [11] . This is mainly due to the fact that ǫ is larger in the RS case. A similar feature arises in the intermediate regime between RS and GB. Since the background equation changes from is characterized by H 2 ∝ ρ. This leads to the minimum of R seen in Fig. 8 .
IV. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
By plotting the theoretical values of n S and R in the 2D posterior observational contour bounds of Fig. 5 , we can constrain the GB inflationary models with monomial potential. The parametric theoretical curves (n S (χ N ), R(χ N )) are plotted for values of χ N up to the quantum gravity limit χ N ≈ (11.65, 11.22, 10.31), for p = (2, 4, ∞) respectively.
In the RS case, the quadratic potential (p = 2) is inside the 2σ contour for N = 50, and marginally on the 1σ contour bound for N = 60, as seen from the left edge point of the curve (a) in Figs. 9 and 10 . This RS inflationary model is thus observationally allowed for N > ∼ 50 [11, 12] . As seen in Fig. 7 , n S for β > 0 gets closer to scale-invariance than the RS limiting value. In addition, Fig. 8 indicates that R is smaller than in the RS case. Therefore the theoretical points tend to move deeper inside the observationally allowed region, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 . The RS limiting case is marginally allowed for N = 50, but the GB coupling moves the points inside the 1σ contour bound. Thus the quadratic potential is observationally more favoured when the GB term is present. •
The quartic potential (p = 4) is under strong observational pressure in both RS [11, 12] and GR [2, 3] cases. In fact in the RS case it is outside the 2σ contour bound for N < 60, as seen in the left edge point of the curve (b) in Fig. 9 . The GB term leads to an increase of n S and decrease of R in the intermediate regime between RS and GB. As in the case p = 2, this property improves the observational compatibility of the GB brane-world. However in the extreme GB limit for the quartic potential, the opposite happens, and the theoretical points move back into the RS region.
In summary, the GB term rescues the quartic potential as an observationally allowed model, for inflationary energy scales in the intermediate regime.
Here ξ is a dimensionless constant. The discussion in Secs. II and III can be applied by taking the limit p → ∞ and making the replacement
. In the RS case the tensor to scalar ratio is too large to be compatible with observations [11] , as seen in left edge point of curve (c) in Figs. 9 and 10. We require N > ∼ 90 in order for the RS point to be inside the 2σ bound, but this is beyond cosmologically relevant scales.
The GB term works in a similar way to the previous cases. There is a minimum value of R in the intermediate regime between RS and GB. For N = 50 this effect is not sufficient: as seen in Fig. 9 , the theoretical curve is closer but still outside the 2σ contour bound. However some of the theoretical points move inside the 2σ bound for N > ∼ 55, as shown in Fig. 10 . Then steep inflation is not necessarily ruled out, provided that χ N corresponds to an intermediate energy scale, between RS and GB. Note that R rapidly grows with χ N in the GB regime. Figure 8 shows that for N = 60, R = 1.00 at χ N ≈ 6. Steep inflation in the GB regime is disfavoured due to the large tensor to scalar ratio, in spite of the fact that the spectral index n S approaches 1.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied the observational constraints on Gauss-Bonnet brane-world inflation, using the latest observational datasets. The presence of the GB term as a correction to the RS model modifies the standard consistency relation, R = −8n T . We carried out a likelihood analysis in terms of inflationary and cosmological parameters by using the GB consistency relation, R = −16n T , which holds in the high-energy GB limit. The likelihood result is almost identical to the one in the standard case, which means that this can be safely used even in an intermediate regime between GB and RS. (29)]. An important feature we found is that ǫ has a minimum in the intermediate region between the GB and RS limits, which particularly affects the ratio R of tensor to scalar perturbations. We evaluated R and the spectral index n S of scalar perturbations as functions of χ N . Then we plotted these theoretical values together with the 2D observational constraints in the n S -R plane. As seen in Fig. 8 , R has a minimum for intermediate energies, irrespective of the values of p. In addition n S is a growing function for χ N < ∼ 2 − 3. Therefore in this region we obtain smaller R and larger n S than in the RS case. This feature of GB brane-world inflation improves the observational compatibility of the 3 potentials considered, relative to the RS case.
For the quadratic potential (p = 2), we found that the theoretical points move inside the 1σ contour bound for N = 50, while the RS point is marginally inside of the 2σ bound (see Fig. 9 ). This means that the quadratic potential is favoured observationally even for rather low e-folds in the presence of the GB term.
It is known that the quartic potential (p = 4) is under strong observational pressure both in the RS and GR cases, but this situation is improved by a GB correction term. Figure 9 shows that there exists a region of parameter space which is inside the 2σ bound even for N = 50.
The exponential potential (p → ∞) is ruled out in the RS case. However the GB term allows smaller values of R, thereby giving rise to some regions which are inside the 2σ bound for N > ∼ 55 (see Fig. 10 ). This is an intriguing possibility to save the brane-world steep inflation models (e.g., Ref. [25] ). It may also be of interest to extend our analysis to the case in which the system is described by the Dirac-Born-Infeld-type action on the brane, since steep potentials of the type V (φ) ∝ exp(m 2 φ 2 ) appear in such a theory [26] .
